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Enjoy this blissful journey of guided visualizations that bring you back home to yourself. Each journey with

musical accompaniment is intended to facilitate subtle yet powerful realignments of your physical, mental,

emotional, spiritual and light bodies 6 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Meditation, NEW AGE: Healing Details:

About Kerrie Dancing Butterfly: Kerrie Dancing Butterfly artfully integrates the fields of self-empowerment,

Shamanic teachings, emotional release, spiritual studies, meditation techniques and energy healing. Her

core body of work is devoted to assisting people with their personal transformation through the integration

of optimal physical, emotional and spiritual health. She is sought after for her private transformational

empowerment sessions and lifestyle counseling, healing rejuvenation retreats and sacred ceremonies,

inspirational workshops and CD's. During her most recent travels to Peru, Kerrie worked with Shamans in

the Amazon and Andes to establish a deeper connection to "Pachamama" (Mother Earth) and the Four

Elements while learning Ancient Healing Ceremonies and Sacred Rituals. She has received training in

the use of Shamanic Journeying and Healing techniques by best-selling author and Shaman, Michael

Harner. Kerrie also studies with author and healer Jessie Ayani integrating the tools for Healing and

Awakening the Rainbow Body. She is a certified deep emotional release work practitioner and was

trained by master healer and Shaman, James Hyman. She is trained in the art of "Healing with Divine

Energy" by master healer Ariel Hubbard. Kerrie is an ongoing advanced practitioner of the Self

Awareness Institute led by Steven Sadleir, where she studies the awakening of consciousness through

meditation. She is a certified yoga instructor with "Pure Yoga" and ongoing student of master teacher and

Yogiroj Rod Stryker. Through employing these ancient tools and techniques and by conducting hundreds

of transformational empowerment, counseling sessions and spiritual readings with her clients, Kerrie has

refined her clairvoyant, spiritual and intuitive gifts. For more information on Kerrie Dancing Butterfly and to

inquire about her private sessions, ceremonies, workshops and retreats visit

WWW.DANCINGBUTTERFLY.NET About Jahsah: Didgeridoo, flute, bells, bowls, sounds Jahsah is a

kind loving being, here to serve as a sound healer, artist, musician and much more. Through his services,
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he supports people in their awakening and opening to the Divine Light of Love within.
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